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TOTAL ABSOLUTE CURVATURE

OF IMMERSED SUBMANIFOLDS OF SPHERES

BY KAZUYUKI ENOMOTO

Let M be an m-dimensional compact differentiate manifold and / be an
immersion of M into Sm+k. Let p^Sm+k and πp be the stereographic projection
from p onto the tangent plane of Sm+k at —p. If p&f(M), πp f is an immer-
sion of M into the (m+&)-dimensional euclidean space. Let i be the inclusion
of Sm+k into Em+k+1. In general, τ(πp-f), the total absolute curvature of πp-f,
is not necessarily equal to τ(i-f), the total absolute curvature of i-f. If m = l,
however, T. Banchoff showed in [1] that the average value of τ(πp-f) over all
possible base points is equal to τ(i-f). In this paper we generalize this theorem
to immersions of m-dimensional compact differentiate manifolds into Sm+k.

The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor T. Otsuki for
his constant encouragement and valuable suggestions.

1. Preliminaries.

Let M be an m-dimensional compact differentiate manifold and F be an
immersion of M into Em+k. Let vF be the unit normal vector bundle of F with
the total space NF and the projection π '. NF—*M. For any e<^NF, we denote
by S(e) the second fundamental tensor of F with respect to e. S(e) is an
endomorphism of Tπie^M. Let G(β)=detS(e) and we call G(e) the Lipschitz-
Killing curvature of F with respect to e. NF is an (m+k—l)-dimensional
orientable Riemannian manifold with the metric naturally induced from Em+k.
Let dμ be the volume element of NF.

Set

where cm+k^1 is the volume of Sm+k~1.
We call τ(F) the total absolute curvature of F.

Let NF(x) be the fibre of NF at I G M . NF(X) has the natural metric of the
sphere S^"1 and we denote its volume element by dσ%~λ.
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Set

τ(F, x)=(cn+„.!)-*[ , \G{e)\dσϊ-\e)

We call τ(F, x) the absolute curvature of F at x.
We now assume that M is orientable and let d F be the volume element of

M with respect to the metric induced from Em+k by F. Then there is a dif-
ferential form ω of degree k—1 on TV]? such that its restriction to Nι

F(x) is equal
to άσk

x~
ι and dμ=ωΛdV. Thus it holds that

When M is non-orientable, there is a double covering of M, π : M-+M such
that M is orientable. Then we have τ(F π)=2τ(F).

We now consider a stereographic projection on Sn. Let p^Sn and πp :
S7*—{/>} —* T_pS

n be the stereographic projection from £. Then for any q in

Sn—{£}, πp(q)=pJrk(q-p) where ^^= 1 _ < / 2 y . Let (ττp)* : TqS
n-*En be the

differential of πp at ^. Then we have the following:

LEMMA 1. Let q^Sn—{p} and X^TqS
n. Then we have

', P>(q-P)2

and
Kπp)*(X)\\=k\\X\\

that is, πp is a conformal mapping with the scale function k.

Proof. Let σ(ί) be a C'-curve in Sn with σ(0)=q and σ'(O)=X. Let k(t) :

=k(σ(.l))=1_<σ

2

{ilp>. Since (*,)*(*)=(*„•*)'(()),

~-<A ,

Since < ? - ^ , ? - ^ > = 2 ( ! - < ? , ί » = | - and

-jkKx, py<q-ρ, q-py

— k\X, A). q. e. d.
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2. Main theorem.

We now state the main theorem of this paper.

THEOREM. Let M be an m-dimensional compact differentiable manifold and f
be an immersion of M into Sm+k. Let i be the inclusion of Sm+k into Em+k+1.
Then

where dσm+k is the standard volume element of Sm+k.

Note: The function p^τ(πp-f) is defined almost everywhere in Sm+k

(in fact it is defined in Sm+k—f(M)) and continuous there.

We first consider the absolute curvature of i f. Let Nf(x) be the unit
normal vector space of / at X G M . Let e^N[

f(x) and at(e) ( l ^ z ^ m ) be a
system of principal curvatures of / with respect to e. Let Xt(e) be (unit)
principal vectors of / with respect to e with the principal curvatures at(e) res-
pectively. For convenience, we use the same notation x for the image of x by
/, f{x). If e is a unit normal vector of ι-f at x, e — x sin p+e cos p for some

eeW}(*)and P^[~f > f ]•

L E M M A 2. Xt(e) are the principal vectors of i-f with respect to e with the
principal curvatures sin io+fli(^)cos p respectively.

Proof. Let Se be the second fundamental tensor of / with respect to e and
Sj the one of ι-f with respect to e. Since Se(Xi(e))=Se(Xi(e))=at(e)Xi(e),

Sτ (Xx (e) ) = s i n p Sx (X, (e) ) + c o s p Se {Xτ (e))

=(s in p+aι(e)cos p)Xx(e)

q. e. d.

Let G(e) be the Lipschitz-Killing curvature of i-f with respect to e. Then
m

we have G(e)= Π(sin/o+a t{e)cos p). Hence, denoting by dσι the standard
l=ί

volume element of Sι,

τ{ι-f x)=(cm+ky
i\ t \G{e)\dσ\e)

= (cm+ky
i\π/2 \ . fl\$mp+aι(e)cosp\co$k-1pdpΛdσk-1(e)
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Now we consider the absolute curvature of πp-f. For p<ΞSm+k—f(M),
define a mapping λp : N}(x)-* Nι

πp.f(x) by λp{e) : =l/k(πp)*(e) (e^N}(x)).
Let e : =λp(e) and let Sp(e) be the second fundamental tensor of πp f with
respect to e. Then we have the following lemma:

LEMMA 3. l/k(Xi(e)) are the principal vectors of πp-f with respect to e—
λp(e) with the principal curvatures l/k(ai(e)J

rk/2(e, p}) respectively.

Proof. In this proof we identify M with its image by /. Let a(ί) be a
C^curve in M with a(0)=x and a'(0)=X%(e). Take e(i)=e(a(i)), a normal
vector field of / along α(0, such that e(0)=e. Let ( f : TΛp.fwE

m+k ->TXM
be the tangential projection of πp f. Since

where e(t)=λait)e(ί), denoting

* ( g ( '»= i<Jk*> by

h
-p)+j-<e'(0), p>(x-p)

Since ((πMe'(O)))τ=Se(Xi(e))=ai(e)Xi(e),

q. e. d.

Let Gp{e) be the Lipschitz-Killing curvature of πp f with respect to e=

λp(e)^N1

πp.f(x). Since Gp(e)=fl(ai(e)+k/2<.e, p)) and λp is an isometry of

N}(x) into Niyfίx),
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dσk-\e)

•(2)

Proof of Theorem.

We now assume that M is orientable. When M is non-orientable, the proof
of the theorem can be reduced to the orientable case through the double cover-
ing of M.

Let dV be the volume element of M with respect to the metric induced
from Em+k+1 by i f and dVp be the one with respect to the metric induced
from Em+k by πp-f. Then we have dVp=kmdV. Since

τ(ι f, x)dV(x) and

by (1) and (2), it is sufficient for the proof of the theorem to show the following
equality (3) for any X G M and e<=Nf(x):

π/Z VI

Π \sinp+ai(e)cosρ\cosk~1pdp

— \ίm + k-i •7Γ<β, P) dσm+k(p) •(3)

We parameterize Sm+k by ^^(sin2^!—cos261! sin^2, sin#i
, cosθ1 cosθ2cosθ zsin04,
cos0m +*_icosm +*) (-π/2^θlf

The volume element of Sm+k in terms of this coordinate system is

cosΘm+k-idΘ1Adθ2 ••••

We may assume x=(l, 0, , 0) and e=(0, 1, 0, , 0). Then k/2(e, p}
= t a n ^ i . Hence

Sr/2 fw/2 r̂ r m

Π | α , (
-τr/2 J-ϊr/2 J-7Γ ι = l
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p Π \aι(e)+tanθ1\cosm+k-'θ1dθ1

-π/2 1=1

Sτr/2 m
Π |sin^1+αι(

-ττ/2 1 = 1

Thus the equality (3) is shown and the proof of the theorem is completed.
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